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Class: The Apprentice: Product and  
Building Design (Design Technology)  

Workshop 1: Product Design 
 
60 – 75 minutes: The Inspire Scholars Programme for Years 9, 10 & 11 
 
Learning Objectives (skills-based) 
 
Use primary data sources, to create a design specification 
Interpret a design specification to develop a product concept 
Critique a final product based on the design specification  
 
Learning Points (knowledge-based) 
 

1. A design brief is a primary data source: a list of instructions given to a designer by the client 
2. Product analysis is another primary data source  
3. Based on the design brief, product analysis, and other criteria, a design specification is 

created 
4. Sketching and Modelling product ideas can help to visualise product concepts 
5. Models are evaluated against the design specification, and are likely to be modified prior to 

production 
6. Iterative design is used to improve designs based on testing 

 
Materials required 
 
Online resources on computer screen and projector are required for the Presentation (Material A). 
 

A. Product Design Presentation – Note: Please go through the presentation prior to presenting 
this to students, to familiarise yourself with the slide order, animations and accompanying 
notes. 

B. Product Design Student worksheets (to print, 1 per student) and pencils (to bring, 1 per 
student) 

C. Building resources 
o Lollipop sticks (1000, to split between 3 groups) 
o Sellotape (6 rolls, 2 per group) 
o Card (100 sheets, to split between 3 groups) 
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Session outline 
 

Time 
(mins) 

Activity Key skills Materials 

5 • Introduction to the session (Slide 1-2), in which 
the class will be looking at the product design 
process. 

• Using the presentation as a prompt (Slide 3), 
introduce a design brief (Slide 3) and a design 
specification (Slides 4-5). A design specification 
will take into account the design brief given by a 
client. This will include aesthetics, function, 
materials, environmental issues, performance 
and the target market. 

• Introduce the design brief from the café (Slide 6): 
a 3-tier afternoon tea stand. 
 

• Interpret a design 
brief to create a 
design specification 

A,B,C 

10 • Divide students into groups of 3-5 students. 

• Some example images of existing products are 
given (Slide 7), to help students gather product 
analysis information about existing forms and 
functions. 

• Based on their design brief and product analysis 
students should complete the design 
specification table of their worksheet – go over 
these a class, using the presentation as a prompt 
(Slide 8). 

• Interpret a design 
brief to create a 
design specification 

A,B,C 

25-30 • Students should each draw an individual 
freehand sketch of a design which would meet 
their design specification in their worksheet 
(Slide 9). 

• Using the presentation as a prompt (Slide 9, 2nd 
half), introduce that modelling a product allows 
someone to handle and test a product, in a way 
which sketching it does not. 

• Selecting one sketch from within their group (or 
collating their ideas into one design), each group 
of students should build a model of this product, 
using their building resources.  

• Students should be encouraged to work to a time 
limit of 20 minutes – a countdown timer is 
provided (Slide 10) for optional use. 

• Design a potential 
item that fits a 
design specification 
Develop and 
construct a model 
from a selected 
design 

 

A,B,C 

15 • Using the presentation as a prompt (Slides 11-
12), introduce the iterative design process. 
Although students here have gone from design to 
considering manufacture, in actual product 
design many improvements would be made to 
the product idea, based on feedback.  

• Describe how the 
iterative design 
process improves a 
final product design 

• Present a project to 
a group. 

A,B,C 
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• Each group in turn should present the final 
product which they created and their design 
specification. This should be pitched as if they 
were presenting to the client. (You may want to 
turn this part of the workshop into a ‘Dragons’ 
Den’ style pitch – perhaps with prizes offered at 
the end!) 

• Each group of listening students should examine 
the model being presented, and consider it in 
light of the design specification they just heard 
presented. 

• Students should verbally evaluate the model, 
highlighting ways in which it meets or does not 
meet the design specification of THAT group. 

• Their evaluation should include at least one 
suggestion for how to improve the model. 

• Critique a model 
based on how well 
it fits a design brief 

5+ • Ask students to compare this product concept to 
their own one. Was the design specification 
similar? 

• Reflect as a group on the differences or 
similarities in three groups’ approaches to the 
same task. 

• Understand how a 
design brief can be 
interpreted in 
many different 
ways. 

A,B,C 

0 • The following activities are designed as extension 
activities. If you have extra time, they may be 
completed during the session. 

• Ask students to complete the recap using words 
found in the box below, on the Recap. Extra 
reading and videos for their interest is included in 
a table. 

• Use example given – Design brief, and resulting 
table for cafe. Suggest 2 ways to improve the 
design to better fit the brief. 

• Draft a way to 
improve an existing 
product 

B 
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Syllabus links to national curriculum (KS3) 
 
Syllabus correct from following sources, 20th February 2020. 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file
/239089/SECONDARY_national_curriculum_-_Design_and_technology.pdf 
 
Design Technology 
Design 

• identify and solve their own design problems and understand how to reformulate problems given 
to them 

• develop specifications to inform the design of innovative, functional, appealing products that 
respond to needs in a variety of situations 

• develop and communicate design ideas using annotated sketches […] 
 

Evaluate 

• test, evaluate and refine their ideas and products against a specification, taking into account the 
views of intended users and other interested groups 

 

Syllabus links to national curriculum (KS4)  

 
Syllabus correct from following sources, 20th February 2020. 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file
/473188/GCSE_design_technology_subject_content_nov_2015.pdf 
 
Design Technology 
Aims and Objectives 

• develop realistic design proposals as a result of the exploration of design opportunities and 
users’ needs, wants and values 

• use imagination, experimentation and combine ideas when designing 
 
Subject content 
Designing and making principles 

• understand that all design and technological practice takes place within contexts which inform 
outcomes 

• identify and understand client and user needs through the collection of primary […] data 

• demonstrate an ability to write a design brief and specifications from their own and others’ 
considerations of human needs, wants and interests  

• explore and develop their ideas, testing, critically analysing and evaluating their work in order to 
inform and refine their design decisions thus achieving improved outcomes 

• develop, communicate, record and justify design ideas, applying suitable techniques, for 
example: formal and informal 2D and 3D drawing; system and schematic diagrams; annotated 
sketches; […]; models; presentations; written notes; […] 
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Syllabus links to national curriculum (KS5)  

 
Although the aim is not to teach KS5 material, introducing students considering science A-levels to 
KS5 material, where relevant, will help them when they come to learn these topics.  
 
Syllabus correct from following sources, 20th February 2020. 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file
/485436/D_and_T_A_level.pdf 
 
Design Technology 
Aims and Objectives 

• develop intellectual curiosity about the design and manufacture of products and systems, and 
their impact on daily life and the wider world 

• work collaboratively to develop and refine their ideas, responding to feedback from users, peers 
and expert practitioners  

 
Subject content 
Core designing and making principles 

• user-centred design: the investigation and analysis of a problem within a context, and the needs, 
wants and values of users, to define a design opportunity or problem leading to the production 
of a design brief and specification to direct, inform and evaluate their design practice identify 
and understand client and user needs through 

• how to critically analyse and evaluate their own ideas and decisions whilst using iterative design 
and make processes 

 


